Tourist Tracker

We are a Webidea OÜ team and we want to develop with you an idea of a new mobile application for Android and iOS platforms, based on GPS tracking technology.

This particular application will provide travelers and people around the world to travel easier and comfortable. Will transform regular travelling into interactive adventure and kind of online game.

**Application features:**

- Available for online and offline use (with possibility to download maps via Wi-Fi when connectivity is available), so will be possible to use in offline mode and will keep you safe of not using data transfer via roaming.
- Available to switch on/off of different layers and travel categories, to get descriptions and pictures of different objects and availability of adding objects/places into "Prefer to Visit" list.
- Possibility of choosing different type of pre-made area/city visiting routes, or your own route planning from your own "Prefer to Visit" list (in such case application will calculate optimal the route).
- During your travel possible to use audio-guide functionality, and get audio information about the visible objects.
- Gamification functionality - for visiting different objects/areas you can collect and then share with your friends travel points, can find hidden areas and surprises.
- During the travel you can make photos, which will be saved chronologically on the interactive map for your specific travel route. After the trip you can share your travel route together with all photos via social networks.
- After each travel you will find statistical data regarding the route length, average speed of walking, time average regarding each object/area visit.
- Different excursions could be connected in one travel route (country or specification wise).
- Regarding collected travel points you will find a rating across all the users, which including total points, collected points during this day in particular city/area, best of the week, best of the Month, and etc.

Part of the “Tourist Tracker” functionality you will in several projects, but this kind of symbiosis is currently unique at the market.